


PROTECTING YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
 

If you fear your SSN has gotten into the wrong hands, the following steps can be taken 

to reduce the risk of new accounts being opened in your name. 

• Place a 90-day fraud alert on your credit reports by calling one of the three 

credit bureaus: TransUnion (800) 680-7289; Equifax (888) 766-0008; and 

Experian (888) 397-3742.  Then renew the fraud alert every 90 days. 

 

• Monitor your credit reports very closely.  Placing the fraud alert allows you to 

order a free credit report within 90 days. 

 

If you have evidence of actual or attempted identity theft, additional steps are needed. 

 

• Report the issue to local law enforcement. 

 

• Report the issue to the Social Security Administration.  Call the SSA toll-free 

at 1-800-772-1213 to file an official report and get a recommendation on what 

to do next.  The SSA may determine whether they need to issue you a new 

number or card, or if the incident will be forwarded to law enforcement or 

regulatory agencies. 

• Resolve credit problems by contacting the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).  

The FTC is dedicated to fighting back against identity theft and provides a 

number of resources for identity theft victims.  You can call the FTC directly at 

1-877-IDTHEFT and learn more about your options by reviewing the materials 

on the FTC Identity Theft website. 

• Contact your banks and credit card companies to report the issue.  Let your 

banks and creditors know that someone is using your card and that you are 

concerned about the thief having access to your accounts.  The bank or credit 

card company may be able to put a “credit freeze” on your account until the 

issue has been resolved.  They may also be on the alert for any suspicious 

activity and let you know if and when they detect something. 
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